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Sunny.
High 43, Low 28.

Snow showers.
High 44. Low 29.
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SUNDAY

Cloudy.
High 37, Low 28.

Partly cloudy.
High 53, Low 30.

Mostly sunny.
High 46, Low 29.
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piritual emphasis extende
Quake kills three
dozen in Turkey
A forceful earthquake caused
dozens of buildings to crumble in
central Turkey on Sunday, Feb. 3,
killing at least 42 people and
Injuring more than 120 others,
Local seismologists measured
the magnitude at 6.0, about onetenth as powerful as two earthquakes that killed 18,000 people
in the nation's west in 1999.
Rescue workers are trying to
retrieve the bodies of 11 people
trapped under the nearly 80 collapsed buildings. Shops and public offices were the most seriously
damaged, but because the quake
happened on Sunday and most
were closed, a worse disaster was
avoided.
Turkey constantly faces the
fear of earthquakes, as the country lies atop the North Anatolian
-fault:—

-

By Diana Bell & Melissa Coleman

For the first'tlme in the history of
Spiritual Emphasis Week, the normally four-day event was extended for
an extra night.
Spiritual Emphasis Week began
Sunday morning, Jan. 27 and lasted
through Thursday night. Jan. 31 in
the Schilling Center. The services
were originally scheduled to end on
Wednesday, but after the powerful
service that night speaker Jamey
Ragle decided to stay another night.
Ragle shared with the students a
conversation he had had with a clerk
at the hotel before the service on
Thursday night. The clerk had him
as checking out Friday morning. "Tm
not aware of anv responsibility I have

<

Secret Service
called in for Super
Bowl XXXVI
For the first time ever the
Secret Service was called In to
lead In protecting a sporting event
-Super Bowl XXXVI.
Concrete barriers and barbed
wire blocked the streets around
the Louisiana Super Dome for
Sunday's game between the St
Louis Rams and the New England
Patriots.
All 76,000 fans had to enter
the stadium through metal detectors at a single location. The
Secret Service conducted 11,000
background checks on journalists, food vendors and halftlme
performers and all workers were
required to wear a photo ED.
For months, experts had been
preparing for the worst and trying
to anticipate any kind of disaster.

Kidnapped reporter
faces uncertain
fate in Pakistan
The Wall Street Journal
reporter Daniel Pearl remains In
captivity with an unclear fate on
Sunday, Feb. 3,11 days after
being kidnapped.
The kidnappers have identified
themselves as the National Movement for the Restoration of Pakistani Sovereignty, but have not
been heard from since Wednesday
when they sent an e-mail with a
photo of Pearl.
The group claimed that they
would kill him by Thursday if the
U.S. did not release all Pakistanis
held In the war, but then extended
the deadline to Friday.
Authorities made arrests over
several recent e-mails concerning
his whereabouts, rejecting them
as bogus. One claimed that Pearl
was killed and his bodytossedin
a cemetery in Karachi, Pakistan.
Aftera search, the e-mail was
dismissed as a hoax. Authorities
Investigating Pearl's disappearance said that any e-mail received
without a photo would be considered fake.

TAMMY RENNER

HEART FOR W0RSHIP-4.ead singer for
According to John led students in worship.

Scattered showers.
M High 46, Low 24.
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on Thursday night,
but go ahead and
keep that night in
the event that they
have something
planned that I have
overlooked," he told
the clerk. "But I didn't plan it; God
planned it," Ragle
said.
The music group,
According to John,
provided the music
for the week, but
was unable to stay
the additional night.
Their worship songs
prepared the students hearts prior to
TAMMY RENNER
the message.
According to John HONEST BEFORE GOD— Jamey Ragle led an extended Spiritual
consists of five mem- Emphasis Week. According to John provided special music.
bers: John
Spirit in their lives and the lives of
Waller,Jason Hoard, Matt Adkins,
others," Ragle said at the beginning of
Josh Fisher and Heath Balltzgller.
the week.
"We were well received and welDuring the Wednesday morning
comed by the students," Waller said
convocation he cried out, "If we keep
of Liberty.
doing what we're doing, we'll keep
"Their passion for God was evident
getting what we've got!"
not only through their musical talDuring the Wednesday night servent, but also In their personal lives
ice the Schilling Center was packed
offstage," freshman Kacy Jeschor
full of students, as it was every night
said.
during the week.
The enthusiasm of students could
Ragle challenged the students to
be clearly seen by the flock of people
take off their masks and be open
that surrounded the band members
before God. "Let me tell you What
after each service
could change Liberty University,"
Ragle's theme for the week was
Ragle exclaimed. "Honesty!"
honesty.
"I would like to see an openness
and honesty among the students so
they can be sensitive to the Holy
Please see SEW, page 2

LaHaye
speaks at
"A Day of
Prophecy"

By Julleanna Outten, asst. news editor

"I get the feeling you're excited about
the coming of Jesus," Dr. Tim LaHaye,
author of the best-selling "Left Behind"
series, said as he welcomed the crowd
at Thomas Road Baptist Church.
An open seat could barely be found
In the TRBC sanctuary for "A Day of
Prophecy" on Saturday, Feb. 2. According to Ken Smith, a customer service
worker for the Institute of Biblical Studies, more than 2,000 had registered to
attend the event and more came than
had registered.
LaHaye along with Dr. Gary Frazier,
adjunct professor for the School of
Prophecy, and Dr. Ed Hindson, religion
professor, spoke on issues such as the
rapture, the tribulation, the second
coming of Christ, the Anti-christ and
current events that seem to be signs for
the last days.
The sessions ran from 9 a.m. to noon
and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., each session lasting about an hour. The conference was
free of charge and all who attended
were given a copy of LaHaye's New York
Times best-seller "Mind Siege."
"Two things brought me to this conference. I wanted to know more for
myself, a clearer understanding of the
events of the end time and to be able to
teach young people In a clear way,"
Denlse Green, administrative assistant
for enrollment management at LU,
said. Her husband coaches the Lady
Flames basketball team. "I'm concerned with living today and Just being
prepared," Green said.
LaHaye said that he and others are
tryingtomake today's churches more
aware of what he calls the "end times."
His "Left Behind," series that he coauthored with Jerry B. Jenkins has
sold over 50 million copies worldwide.
came in early fall.
The series is apocalyptic fiction that
"We were thinking of a way
chronicles the time on earth following a
to not only reach more kids,
pre-tribulation
rapture of the church.
but also make better use of our
There
will
be
12
books In all when the
money recruiting-wise. It
series
is
complete.
started out as Just another
"Churches that believe Jesus is comidea of what would it be like,
ing
soon are on fire," LaHaye said. He
and sort of blew up from
noted that 28 percent of the Bible was
there," Daniel Floyd, crusade
prophetic when written and that 109
coordinator said.
scriptures prophesied Christ's first
They picked Faith Baptist
coming while 321 prophesied His secChurch because they had
ond-coming.
formed a relationship with the
Two Bible passages that LaHaye
church. They had ministered in
that church on a weekend trip. referred to as the "Granddaddy" pasFloyd said they pitched the idea sages of all second-coming prophesies
were Matt 24:29-31 and 2 Thess. 4:1318.

Encounter God in North Carolina
By Diana Belt editor-in-chief

Are you feeling the need to
get away from campus? Three
hours away? Then come be a
part of Liberty's first Encounter
God Crusade being held at
Faith Baptist Church In Klnghtendale, N.C. on Feb. 9.
The event will start at 7 p.m.
with one of the bands that goes
out recruiting, Orayi (O-rye),
leading the audience in worship. The band Is made up of
LU students: Jay Boykin-lead
singer, Travis Yorgey-keyboards, Ryan Gravesande-guitar, Joel Megee-drums and
Kevin Rawls-bass.

A concert by the Katinas will
follow.
Former LU students Dale
Williams and Randy McDowell,
otherwise known as Super
Praise Man and B Flatt, now
perform as N20 Ministries.
They will be the comedy act
Ron Black, an RfitB artist
from the D.C. area will also perform.
Daniel Floyd, crusade coordinator, will then bring the
message.
They are taking approximately 25 students to help
with loading and unloading
equipment, but their main Job
will be altar counseling. Trans-

portation
will be provided for
those
workers,
but will
not be
available
FLOYD for other
students.
"It's only a 3-hour drive.
Everybody caravan down!"
Floyd encouraged.
The Encounter God ministry
works through the recruiting
department. They travel on the
weekends to different
churches.
The idea for the crusade

Please see ENCOUNTER, page 2

Please see LAHAYE, page 3

MISO has full schedule for Black History month
By Chrissy Hannabass, reporter

MISO has many exciting activities planned for the celebration of Black History Month this February.
The roots of Black History month dates back to 1915 when
Carter G. Woodson, a historian, began pressing for a "Negro
History Week. "Woodson's dream became reality in 1926. He
chose the second week of February, because Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass, two individuals who dramatically affected the lives of African Americans, were born that
week. In 1976, that one week celebration became a month
long celebration of heritage.
The observance must be atestimonyto those African pioneers who struggled to affirm the humanity of African peoples
and a challenge to the present generation to protect and preservc.the humanity of all peoples ofAfrican descent," Ralph
Crowder of the Western Journal of Black Studies said on their
Website.

Friday, Feb. 1 was the opening ceremony for Black History
Month at LU. President John Borek made an official proclamation, during Friday's convocation, declaring February 2002
as Black History month. This event was co-sponsored by the
Spiritual Life Office.
"It's good that they're letting the students celebrate it (Black
History Month) and good because it's helping them understand why they are here and what it took to get them this far,"
senior Christine Koech, from Kenya said.
The theme for this year's Black History month is "Remembering the Past That Changed Our Future."
According to the Dean of Minority and International Students, Melany Pearl, the focus will not be to dwell on the past,
but acknowledge past temperament and focus on how It
changes our lives today.
"My emphasis Istohave everyone on this campus to have
an awareness and appreciation of the contributions of African
Americanstothis great nation," Pearl said.

On Sunday, Feb. 3, there was a Celebration of Praise and
Worship Service, co-sponsored by the Spiritual Life Office.
Beginning Friday, Feb. 15 - Sunday, Feb. 17, David's Place
will be showing the film, "Roots,"tocelebrate the 25th anniversary of this historical mini-series. The Mm will be shown at 7
p.m. on Friday and Saturday and at 9 p.m. on Sunday.
Then on Wednesday, Feb. 20, MISO and Sodexho are partnering together, to have Soul Food Night In the Reber-Thomas
Dining Hall. On the menu for the evening are fried chicken,
catfish, collard greens, corabread, sweet potato pie and more.
The dinner will begin at 4:30 p.m. AccordingtoPearl, there
will be an open microphone at the dinner as well.
Finally, on Saturday, Feb. 23, at 1 p.m. there will be a trip
to the BookerT. Washington Memorial In Franklin County,
Va, where students will be lead on a guidedtourof the Memorial. Washington was a Virginia native and African-American
author and educator. Students who would liketoparticipate
in thetourmust RSVP, by calling the MISO office at 2688.
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Towns: faculty member, friend remembered

The Price

By Diana Bell, editor in chief

is R«gbt
By Chris Price, columnist

It Is time for me to take a stand for a group of people who are unjustly being mocked for their choice of
future vocation. FACS majors don't get excited, I am
not talking about you. I am talking about the fine men
and women who are studying youth ministry, of
which I happen to be a part of. You may have thought
someone who writes for the paper would be a communications guy, but I can barely string together a sentence without horrible grammar being evident. If not
for thefineeditors of the Champion, this article would
look like something your 10-year- old brother wrote.
I am speaking for myself, but I am sure many
other youth majors would agree with me when I say
we are tired of hearing your smart comments. We are
tired of answering your dumb questions. It may come
as a surprise to you, but our youth program's curriculum here does not include a a cheesy Joke telling
class or a class that teaches the finer points of squirting shaving cream off someone's nose with a water
gun. We dont even have a class to teach us scary stories to tell at Invitations.
It is notjust students who make Jokes at our
expense either, there have been some professors get
In on the "fun" too. In one class a professor who shall
remain nameless said, "I will speak slower so the
youth majors can understand."This gota good
chuckle from the pastoral majors who are going to be
our future employers.
I think some of this may come from a misunderstanding of what it is we want to do with our lives. So I
have compiled a list of things not to ask youth majors.
—When you are done with youth, are you going to
become a real pastor? I get asked this all the time,
however, it is usuallyfromolder people who tend to
see the youth guy as a babysitter with shaving cream
and water balloons. We are not using this as a stepping stone, this Is what we are called to do.
—What are you'golng to do when you are 40? We
are going to do whatever God wants us to do. If God
wants me to be a youth pastor at 130,1 will. I will have
to be creative. We will play hide the false teeth and
guess which hip I Just broke.
—What are you going to do for money? This is a
question even I ask myself. I have heard veterans of
. youth ministry talk about being paid by meals, or not
knowing If they were getting paid at all. While the logical side of me knows money can be a concern, the
side of me that believes In something that I can't see
knows that God provides. Besides, If I get low on cash
I will Just start a boy band and support myself by
singing and dancing in glitter shirts and ripped Jeans.
The next time that you meet a youth major, give
him a little credit and don't ask him how his.duck
duck goose class Is coming. .When It comes to youth
majors, the Price is right.

Funeral services were held Jan.
29 at Thomas Road Baptist Church
for Dr. Sam Towns. Dr. Jerry Falwell
officiated.
Towns died Jan. 26 after his
truck hit a guard rail and overturned.
According to John Balmer, Director of the Center for World Missions,
the service Included two people
shared their feelings and memories
of Towns, and a message by Falwell.
His stepson Bryce Harker
described how Towns had impacted
his personal life and what a great,
giving father he was.
The other speaker was a friend
from high school, Mark Grooms,
pastor of Thomas Terrace in Con-

PHOTO PROVIDED

FAMILY PASTIME- Sam and his father,
Dr. Elmer Towns, spent many hours on
the golf course.

cord, Va. He shared about the
encouragement Towns had been to
him in the ministry and what an
influence he was in his life. Grooms
and his wife Renee sang "Jesus is
Lord to Me," a song that Towns

and Towns were also rivals on a fantasy football team.
"He was a good boss to work for,
and he'll be missed," Phillips said.
Dr. and Mrs. Elmer Towns
expressed gratitude for all the condolences on the Liberty Splash page.
"Thank you so much for your many
kind expressions of sympathy to
Ruth and me during the home going
of our son, Dr. Sam Towns. I was
honored to work with my son in
ministry here at Liberty."
"I had always been impressed
about Sam's humility and sense of
genuine care for people," Balmer
said. "He wasn't one to be In the
limelight, but he had such a genuine care and love for people that he
expressed In very practical ways."

LU campus safety report released
By Ma rid WHams, reporter

Ever wonder how safe the LU campus really is?
Now you canfindout The Liberty University Police
Department has released the year 2000 Your Right
to Know security report
Thefive-pagepamphlet describes the security
and emergency services available to the Liberty
community, lists crime statistics and offers tips on
how to keep safe on campus, as well as on what to
do if you are the victim of a crime.
Your Right to Know Is published In compliance
with the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act, an Act
of Congress passed in 1990.
LUPD puts out a new edition of the pamphlet
every October. The report can be obtained either
online atwww.liberty.edu/lupd, or on paper at the
LUPD's office.
"By law we have to be able to present that to the
public," LUPD Chief of Police Randall E. Smith, Jr.,
said.
In addition to the protection offered by LUPD,

SEW:
continuedfrompage 1

"I sensed a spiritual oppression when I first
came in this room, but about halfway through
the service 1 felt the oppression lifted. God
showed up!" Randy Spencer, campus pastor,
commented after the service.
Ragle's dynamic personality, and genuine
tjeart have, for some, saved souls, for others,
rekindled their relationships with God and for
many, impacted their lives in a way that will

Call Kristy at x4025 or order online
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students also have the benefit of services from outside agencies. Though LUPD officers are sworn in
officers of the law, not security guards, they share
campus Jurisdiction with the Lynchburg Police
Department. Also, items stolen on campus are
listed as stolen property by the National Crime
Information Center (NCIC).
The Crime Statistics section of the pamphlet
lists a total of 16 crimes committed on campus in
the year 2000. Fourteen burglaries, one motor
vehicle theft, one act of arson, and one non-forcible
sex offense were committed at LU during 2000.
There were differencesfromprevious years, most
notably 1999, in which 45 burglaries were committed.
"Personally, I think [campus crime] has gotten
better," Smith said. Captain GregT. Berry, also of
LUPD, agreed.
"If you compare us to colleges of the same size,
we're considerably lower when it comes to crime on
campuses," Berry said.
Hampton University, in Hampton, Va„ has not
yet published data for 2000, but reports over 150

on-campus crimes during 1999. Hampton has a
student population of over 6,500.
On the other hand, Christopher Newport University, of Newport News, Va., reported zero crime
for 1998. Statistics were not available for 1999 or
2000. CNU has approximately 5,000 students.
Most local colleges do not have as many students as Liberty, but can be compared in terms of
the ratio between the size of the student body and
the number of crimes committed. LU's statistics
work out to one theft or burglary for every 400 students during the year 2000. LUPD reported no violent crimes for that year.
Longwood College In Farmville, Va., had one violent crime for every 566 students, and one theft or
burglary for every 1,133 students.
Randolph-Macon Woman's College had a total
of one violent crime that year (out of a student body
of 721), and no thefts or burglaries.
Sweet Briar College had no violent crime, but
one theft for every 360 students.
"Some [crimes atLU] could be higher," Smith
said. "On the whole, It's a lot less than other unl-

Ragle, According t o John minister t o students

Impress your Valentine,
save your money!

.

often requested the couple to sing.
Falwell shared humorous stories
about Towns' childhood.
Towns also leaves behind his
wife, Karen Marie Lauderdale
Towns, two children, Bradford
Elmer Franklin Towns, 3, Collyn
Stephanie Towns, 5, and another
stepchild, Krlsten Bellamy Harker.
Towns was the Director of the
External Degree Program and the
Chairman of Religion.
Scott Phillips, assistant professor
in the School of Religion, worked
with Towns. Towns was instrumental in getting Phillips to come to LU
In 1994. Phillips said he was given a
lot of freedom to do his Job.
Phillips also talked about good
memories from the office, Including
donuts and pizza parties. Phillips

decision they needed to.
"Jamey Ragle Is one the most gifted evangelists
in America today because what he brings to the
table is evangelism and practical Christian living,
" campus pastor Danny Lovett said.

never be forgotten.
"He has inspired me to be genuine. If we're not
real, then people will not see a difference in us,"
junior Linley Harrison said.
Many laughs were shared and new music was

Students may find out more about the speaker

heard, but more than that, lives were changed at

this year's extended Spiritual Emphasis Week.
Ragle told students during the last night's invitation that the reason the hotel had him scheduled to leave Friday morning might have been
God working. He encouraged them to make the

and music on the Web. For more information on
Ragle's ministry, go towww.jameyragle.org, and
for more information on According to John, go to
www.accordingtqjohn.com.

a: n INTER: Crusade to reach students
continued from page 1

to the pastor there, and he got real excited and Just ran
with the idea.
"We found that really the key for these things Is to find
someone In that town.We can come In and be as excited
as we want, but if there's not someone in the town that
wants to push this thing, It's Just not going to happen,"
Floyd said.
Marketing for this crusade has consisted of posters
and flyers. Packets have been mailed out to youth pastors,
a youth pastor's luncheon was held and radio ads have
been on five different radio stations in N.C. A Web site has
also been set up, www.liberty.edu/encountergod.
There are three more crusades In the works for this
year. Tentative plans for this spring Include Atlanta, Ga in
May. The other two are going to be held in Jacksonville,
Fla. and Washington, D.C.
"We wanttosee students encounter God. So many stu| dents have encountered the God of church, but they have
i never really met Jesus at the cross," Floyd said.

PHOTO PROVIDED

GOD'S POSSESSION— The band Orayi (0-rye) will be performing at the Encounter God Crusade Feb. 9 at Faith
Baptist Church in Knightendale, N.C.

A secondary purpose Istoget Liberty's name out there,
to hopefully recruit some students from that
"It's like I tell our band and everyone involved in our
ministry, 'If we keep the main thing the main thing (seeing people's lives changed), God will honor the recruiting efforts.' 1 earnestly believe that," Floyd said.

••

Don't think you can afford to take your sweetheart somewhere classy this
Valentine's Day? Think again...
^>~, ^
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Vafentine's (Day (Dinner
at the O-Cangari
$6.99 m February 14 2002 d&> 6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
- Prime Pdh ~ Shrimp or Vegetable Stir Try - Chicken Marsala ~

Experience fine dining right here on campus as the Hangar
is transformed into an elegant dining room!
^Reservations On(y « Catf X2262 for details and reservations
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Senate attempts impeachment and fails
By Lecflnn Livcsay & Seth Grater
"it's politics as usual," Mark Hlne, Vice
President of Student Affairs, said.
When you hear this, you are probably
thinking about the politics that go on In
Washington, D.C.
But he Is not Hlne Isreferringto the
events of last Thursday, Jan. 24, when the
Student Senate brought before thefloorthree
articles of Impeachmqnt against SGA PresldentClark Jones.
This Is the second time this semester that
the Senate has brought up articles of
Impeachment against a member ofthe Executive Committee.
Early last fall, the senate rules and Judiciary committee brought up articles of
Impeachment against Vice Presldentof Student Services Michael See. See failed to meet
the GPA requirements'by two hundredths of
a point However, he was granted mercy considering extenuating circumstances, provided he raised his GPA In the fall semester, a
requirement which he met
On Jan. 24, articles of Impeachment were

brought up against
Jones. Jones was
charged with having
violated "moral and
ethical standards
outlined In the SGA
Constitution."
The articles contained three charges
I0NES against Jones. The
first accused Jones
of "willfully and maliciously misleading
Administration officials"regardinga meeting
with President John Borek.
The second charge accused Jones of
attempting toremoveSGA members without
going through proper procedure as outlined
by the SGA Constitution. The last charge
accused Jones of abusing his power and violating federal law by accessing personal Information ofthe class officers.
Based on perceived precedent and a
requirement that class officers meet a GPA
standard, Jones had gone to Hlne asking him
to check their GPAs. Hlne Informed him that
one ofthe class officers GPAfelledto meet the

requirements. Jones then called the class
officer Into his office to ask him If his GPA met
the Constitutional standard. When he admitted ltdld not, Jones Informed the officer that
either he would have to resign or he would be
"removed."
See was angered at the perceived abuse of
power and wrote articles of Impeachment
against Jones. The articles passed through
the senate rules and Judiciary committee
shortly before the Senate trial. Jones received
a phone call from See around 3:30 p.m.
Informing Jones that his presence was
required at the 4:15 p.m. Senate session.
Jones called Hlne to inform him ofthe
charges.
The Senate session that dealt with these
lasted more than three hours. The prosecution and the defense were both given half an
hourtomake their case.
See spent part ofthe prosecution's half
hour explaining the extenuating circumstances that caused him to fall below the GPA
requirement In the spring semester. He
explained that his attemptstoget In touch
with Jones were never answered,resultingIn

a meeting with Borek, Jones and others. This
ledtoImpeachment articles being brought up
against See In thefall.See used this to
explain the charges brought against Jones.
Matthew Berg, chairman ofthe Senate
Rules and Judiciary committee, farther
explained the charges. He charged Jones' of
lyingtoadministration officials.
Jones had a half hour torebutthe charges
against him. Jones maintained that he was
notguilty of any ofthe charges that had been
brought against him. After careful explanation, each ofthe charges were explained
away. The vote for impeachment failed wlthnine for and 21 against Impeachment
Both See and Berg have acknowledged
that they did not do theresearchnecessary
for accurate accusations. They have both
said that If they had researched the charges
more, they never would have been brought
up.
In the end, all has beenresolved.Some of
the participants have done some "soulsearching" and the air Inside SGA Is clearing.
"There Is no love lost and no friendships
have been broken," Jones said.

Andy Beth Miller

LAHAYE:
Thousands
attend

Civil War seminar to present mock trial
By Julleanna Outten, assistant news editor

Continued from page 1
"All Christians don't
agree with our view of
the rapture," LaHaye
said. "We call our view
Pre-trib because we
believe that Christ Is
coming before the
tribulation."
SUSAN WHITLEY
He noted that other
END TIME PROPHECY — Dr. Tim LaHaye speaks to a full
popular views In the
sanctuary
at TRBC about his pre-tribulation rapture view.
Christian community
are Post-trib, rapture after the tribusages would be available on videolation, and Mld-trlb, rapture after the
tape along with the notes from the
first three and a half years ofthe
seminar for only the price of shipping
tribulation.
and handling, $5 each tape. Also, a
"The Day of Prophecy was an awespecial deal, offered to those attendsome event that not only gave us the
ing the conference, was the School of
opportunity to hear from the
Prophecy course for only $155.
renowned Dr. Tim LaHaye, but also .
"One ofthe things that I really
to hear from our very own Dr. Hindliked was Ed Hlridson's statement
son, full of vigor and passion," freshabout how so many people are worman Jessica Bathgate said.
ried and focused on when the
"Most Christians are highly InterAntichrist is coming when they
ested in end times because of so
should really be focused on when
many things happening in the world
Christ is coming," David Young, a
today," Smith said. "Some are anx1997 LU graduate, said.
ious and concerned with what's going
LaHaye said that the rapture will
to happen next."
catch many unaware. He said, "My
Dr. Jerry Falwell, pastor of TRBC,
big question for you today Is: are you
announced that all five ofthe mesready?"

President Abraham Lincoln lay incapacitated
and unabletospeak after being wounded by a
gunshot In Ford's Theater. Who istobe held
accountable for this act of treason?
Of course, In reality Lincoln received a fatal
wound, but the "what IT scenario above Is the
back-drop for the trialstobe held at the upcoming Civil War Seminar.
On March 1 -2, the Liberty University Department of History will host the sixth annual Civil
War Seminar. This year will feature a mock
trial of Jefferson Davis and Robert E. Lee for
treason based on the scenario that Lincoln did
not die.
"As far as I know, this has never been done
before," Dr. Cllne Hall, chair ofthe Department of History, said. "It will relate to a lot of
Issues from today, such as John Walker and
his trial for treason."
Hall, along with Dr. Kenneth Rowlett, English professor, co-chair the Civil War seminar.
The seminar begins on Fridayfrom7 - 9:30
p.m. and goes from 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. on Saturday with an optional $10 luncheon. The
cost is $35 for both sessions or $ 15 for Friday
and $20 for Saturday.
LU students can attend for only $25 or
receive an hour of academic credit by
enrolling at the Registrar's office at ext 2188.
Registration may be made by calling the
History Dept. at2308or2512. Reservations
for the Saturday luncheon must be made by 4
p.m. Feb. 27.
AccordingtoHall, anywhere from 80 -125

Oops! Still need a Valentin^

people generally attend the seminars.
"A high percentage ofthe audience are people from aroundtown,"Hall said. "We think
that maybe this popular topic will stir more
interest" He said that several years ago Dr.
Robertson, one ofthe foremost Civil War historians, spoke at a seminar and nearly 300 were
In attendance.
*
Veteran groups,re-enactors,the general
public and somefromout of state cometothe
seminars, Hall said.
The part of Davis will be played by Jim Bazo,
a veteran reenactor and member of the 21 st
Mississippi Volunteer Infantry. The part of Lee
will be role-played by Al Stone who has been a
reenactor for seven years and performed for
many audiences. Lincoln will be portrayed by
Fritz Klein, one ofthe nation's foremost Lincoln
actors appearing onftlm,television and stage.
Both Stone and Kline were at LU in 1998 for
the "Civil War Voices" seminar.
"The 'Lincoln man' Is really good. He looks
exactly like the pictures," Hall said.
Sarah Butcher, a senior history major,
attended a seminar two years ago. "I think
they're gradually progressingtomake It better
and more of a community event," she said.
"They have very credible people and I appreciated that"
Local attorneys will come to defend Davis
and Lee against the charges made by the U.S.
government. The witnesses will be questioned
and the audience will act as the Jury and will
decide If "We'll hang Jeff Davis and Bobby Lee
from a sour apple tree!" as the seminar
brochure proclaims.

eservtZ

Get her a GIFT CERTIFICATE fro

What are your future
plans? I want to be a
writer and a mom.
Favorite Movie: "Life
is Beautiful."
Best Surprise: One
summer my dad took a
whole summer off from
work to take our family
hiking and camping in
the National Parks on
the West Coast.

What do you do when
nobody is looking?
Trip over anything and
everything...Pm not the
most coordinated person in the world.
Favorite Music:
James Taylor, Cat
Stevens, Weezer and
anything bluegrass.
Favorite Quote: "I am
only one, but I am
one. I cannot do
everything, but I can
do something. W h a t !
can do, that I ought to
do. And what I ought
to do, by the grace of
God, I shall d o " - B y
Edward Evertt Hale.

Best thing my parents ever taught m e :
They taught me about
finding my identity and
Christ.

@ TOYOTA

What superhero d o
y o u have the most in
c o m m o n with:
Gumby.

CelicaThe Inside Story

X

Major: English.

Hobbies: Pottery and
stained glass.

846

On the outside, it's easy to see that Celica is race-track
inspired. But the real excitement is on the inside...under the
hood. Take the Celica GT-S...Toyota worked with Yamaha to
build a 180 HP engine redlined at 7800 RPM...equipped it
with Variable Valve Timing with intelligence...a computer
that constantly monitors and retunes your engine for maximum performance...a cam with two sets of lobes to provide
two ranges of valve lift and duration for more usable horsepower. There's direct ignition for greater reliability...
iridium-tipped spark plugs for reduced maintenance...a
stainless steel exhaust manifold...a water-cooled oil cooler.
And mated with Toyota's 4-speed electronically-controlled
automatic "Sportshift", you get transmission shift switches
on the steering wheel...just like Formula 1 race cars. Sweet

Home: Statesville, N O

If y o u could trade
places with anyone
for a day it would be:
The man...Jerry
Falwell!

A.J. TANN
2486 Rivermont Ave. #102
Next to RMWC

Age: 19

• Compiled by Melissa Coleman,

www.gettoyota.com
D r i v i n g a new Toyota is easier than ever —
because now your Toyota dealer has a special college graduate
financing program available thru Toyota Financial Services
that offers a lot of great advantages.
So if you're within 4 months of graduation... or if you graduated
within the past two years...See your Toyota dealer for details.

Advertise

with the
Champion

Call Elaine
X2128 to place
your ad today!
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Opinion
*

Valentine's—just another day
Every holiday has its Ebenezers. Some dread Christmas
because of its commercialization or because they had some traumatic experience with "Santa." Others can't stand Thanksgiving
because they're vegetarians and the combination of turkey and the
presence of their family makes them nauseous. There are some
who even dislike Easter because they're allergic to eggs.
Valentine's Day is definitely one of the holidays that draws audible boos. But the people who make a stink about any holiday
* which focuses on love are only biting off their noses to spite their
face.
, A holiday is only another day. Drawing attention to how much
you dislike a particular holiday is the same as the person who puts
up their Christinas lights on Thanksgiving Day. The day becomes
extraordinary—something to distract us.
If we just expressed the love, thankfulness and appreciation
shown on holidays like Valentine s Day every day, the world wouldn't be able to turn holidays into something worth despising.
What's so satisfying about expressing your bitterness anyway? So
that those that are in hearing range can be Just as miserable as you
have made yourself?
So what If the girl next door gets the traditional red rose, box of
chocolates and teddy bear on Feb. 14? How often does that happen? Once a year maybe? What about the girl who writes encouraging notestoevery girl on her hall or the occasional card you get
from someone special.telllng you how much you are appreciated?
Those are the people who know howtocelebrate a holiday—
every day. An expression that comes only once a year Is not worth
becoming bitter and cynical over. Each of us has the power to
make every day what we want It to be. Don't wait around for the
worldtofigureout what wholesome holidays really mean. WeVe
been known to Christianize holidays that had slanted origins (with
the exception of Halloween). Why not do the same with Valentine's
Day?
If you still cant swallow the sappy red and pink, take some
advicefromMaya Angelou, "Ifyou don't like something, change it
Ityou can't change it. change your attitude.
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Thought of the week:

"100 millionroseswill be sold
this Valentine's Day-topping boxes of
chocolates as the favored token of
love."
—Reader's Digest
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Not exactly the best week to try to get out of
the office on Sunday by 6:30. This Is the big
engagement announcement/Valentine's
issue. But the Champion staff was not trying
to get out of the office early to pick up a Valentine's Day date. No, we wanted to watch the
Super Bowl!
Now, for those ofyou not familiar with the
Champion work schedule, Sunday is our big
work day. This is the day that every page must
be ready for our copy editor, adviser and editor
(that's mel) to edit All of the pictures must be
scanned and on the pages, and all the stories
must be edited and on the page. Then the
pages have to go through a second check So
usually it's an all day job. My normal hours on
Sunday are about noon to midnight.
This weekend we were looking at cutting
our work day in half. But it's the Super Bowlgranted, it was a Super Bowl between the
Rams and Patriots, but still. I come from a
football family. My dad was a star football
player in high school andtookme to every
game he could when I was little. Then of
course my brother was a star football player in
high school, having been passed the football
gene from my father.
So the Super Bowl is a must see. And hello,
this is America!
Well, we on the Champion staff did it I saw
11 pages of a 12-page paper by 6 p.m. It took
me awhile to actually believe it, but I had the

MM
1

rest of Sunday night free. It's a great feeling. It couch infrontof the TV, I was readytowatch
almost makes me wanttodo that every week- the game. It wasn't the most thrilling first half
I had ever seen. In fact, some of my brother's
end.
games were more edge of your
So I clocked out and headed
seat. Half time came though, and
to the parking lot to my car,
U2 rocked the stadium. We were
making my way over to my
quite enthusiastic as we were
friend's (who also happens to
watching Bono strut his stuff. The
be the news editor) apartment
commercials also broke up the
to catch the game.
monotony of the game. It's just too
Now what's a Super Bowl
bad
that the beer companies have
without food? While a lot of
the
best
commercialsIAnd what In
people were chowing down on
the
world
is "mllfe?!"
burgers or pizza and a variety
After
half
time the team that I
of chips, dips and soda, I was
had
picked
to
win and was rooting
dining on Cuban cuisine.
for—the
Rams—who
had not been
dianabell
Chris, the proud Colombian
playing
all
that
great
started playthat she is, even made me plaing
catch
up
and
finally
tied
the
score
with
tano frito, which for those of you out there
less
than
five
minutes
left
In
the
game.
It was
unfamiliar with this food, they are the big,
startingtolook up.
green banana-looking things that are fried,
In a total shocker though, the Patriots went
smashed and fried again. We also had ropa
for the field goal and it was good! I was also
vieja, a Cuban beef stew. Que yummy!
watching the game with a girl from New
And for dessert she broke out the strawHampshire, so she was ecstatic with the last
berry cheesecake, followed up by cafe con
leche. Now, I'm not a big coffee drinker, unless second win. I must admit that it was a great
you count the times I down a cup to get rid of a win and made for a great Super Bowl ending.
bad headache. I'm more of a hot chocolate girl. And I can be gracious about it because it wasBut this stuff is great! In fact, before the night n't my Redskins that lost in the last seconds.
Watch out now though, we have Spurrier and
was out I had downed two cups of 1LI know
will be back on top soon enough.
it's not the most traditional Super Bowl food,
I hope everyone's Super Bowl experience
but wonderful nonetheless.
So now that I was full and lounging on the
was as Interesting as mine was.

Not your typical Valentine's article
Shot through the heart and you're to
blame. Darling, you give love a bad name. By
now the immense number of hearts and flowery accessories covering "The Champion" this
issue should lead youtothe conclusion that
this is the official love issue.

Don't complain."

-T.L.

(434) 582-2124

Love takes off masks that
we fear we cannot live without
and know we cannot
live within.
—James Baldwin V

Super Bowl Sunday away from the office

The Liberty

! be Liberty

U

The cliche of the Valentine's Day commentary will not be on my head this year. To all
uninformed readers, the typical V-day article
by a normally single and bitter Opinion editor
is usually aimed at clubbing all LU couples.
It's boring. It's redundant. It's beating a dead
horse. But not this year.. .you won't catch
me bashing on gooey-eyed duets. Nope, the
Siamese twins that are freshman couples
will not become the targets of my wrath.
The lyrical Bon Jovi will be my guide.
I am focusing on the fact, that I,
Johanna Price, will be pleasant about
Valentine's Day this year. I can hear your
audible gasps, but don't panic. I have not
been overtaken by Dr. Phil-ian psychology,
nor am I any more entranced by the various hues of pink than I was six months
ago. However, maturity lends itself toward
acceptance of the fate that is Feb. 14. Gone
are my childish ways and adolescent angst
toward the holiday of love.
In recapping my Journey, I flit back to the
days of monkey bars and peanut butter and
Jelly. the times In which my original animosity
took root—kindergarten. I remember going to
great lengths to secure my rights to affection
in the hearts of all the kindergarten boys In
my class on V-day. Meticulously I crafted
Valentines bearing the inscription: Dear
(insert random name), I would liketobe your
favorite girl in the class. This means you let
me cut In front of you in the lunch line and
give me first dibs on kickball teams. By doing
this, I will allow you to live another day of your
already miserable life. Love always, Johanna

SPEAKUP

And that stayed the format for most Valentine cards until the age of 13. In middle
school, I started to understand that boys,
though awkward, annoying and nonhygienic, served the distinct purpose of status
booster. If your boyfriend was cool you were
inherently cool as well, regardless of whether
you wore Wal-Mart clothes and still picked
your nose.
Thus the age-old attraction ritual began,
though I was much more the preying mantis
in disguise than I let on. I stole the boyfriends
of flighty rich girls
onlytodump them
directly after a major
holiday, ensuring
that I emerged giftrendered yet mosuy
untarnished. The
problem, as you can
conclude, is that I
discovered early in
life that big, brown
eyes and a little
brainpower was all I
needed to sway the
male populationtojump, sprint or crawl in
any direction I wanted and for any conceivable reason. This all came back to haunt me
with startling ferocity in high school.

johannaprice

Whoever said that it is better to have love
and lost than never to have loved at all obviously never met a brokenhearted teenage girl
with an axtogrind. I distinctly remember
Valentine's Day my senior year of high school
with my then future husband. Most of you
understand the combination of Innocent bliss
and ignorant blindness of a high school relationship. That particular Valentine's Day, my
perfect reality plummeted to the ground when
my boyfriend explained that though he had
been telling me for the last nine months that

he loved me, he really wasn't sure that he
even liked me. However, he had bought me
this really nice gold necklace so he hoped I
wouldn't be upset. Man, that guy was a real
catch. I just don't know HOW I let him slip
away (note intense sarcasm).
From then on, Valentine's Day was no
longer worth mentioning and rose-colored
glasses were not to be applied to any part of
my face. I suppose we've all been through
times of swearing off all things remotely
related to candlelight and'Casablanca."
Okay, enough with the emotional reminiscing. My point is that I woke up not too long
ago and realized this: the only thing in life
worthy of investment is relationships with
people and with God. And if that means that
one day of the year is devoted to helping other
people realize the same, I'm okay with it Too
bad it took me 21 years and several
boyfriends to understand that I am not the
bearer of all profound knowledge in the subjects of love and relationships. I guess deep
down even I, cynic of the universe, am part
fluff and Pillsbury dough.
So couples, enjoy your timetogether,but
be reminded that this is Just one day of many
that you should be in adoration of the people
in your lives. Singles, buy yourself some
chocolates and send yourfriendsa card and
even a flower or two. Try to restrain your urge
to throw textbooks at Hangar-couples (who
are always the worst—the smell of Starbucks
and quesadlllas must arouse exorbitant
amounts of orb gazing and palm sweating).
One day of gush and gut-wrenching rouge
garb Is worth the benefits for those who see
the basis: And now these three remain: faith,
hope and love. But the greatest of these is
love.

What quality do you look for in someone to date ?

"A woman who serves
God and likes roses. I'm
old fashioned...it seems
there are few women
who appreciate that."
—Rich Smith, Soph.
Boise, ID
"1 look for someone who
enhances my spiritual life
as well as my physical
life. God must be their
first priority."
—Nick VanWingerden. Fr.
Comstock Park, Mich.
"He'll be my best
friend. Someone 1 can
trust, laugh with and
grow with in my spiritual walk."
—Sara Lesley, Fr.
Salisbury, N.C.

"A guy who wants to
know everything about
me. He will love to listen to me and show
that by his actions."
—Kacy Jeschor, Fr.
Phoenix, Ariz.
"1 look for a man with
the power of God in
his life. If this is true
then every action will
prove it."
—Jennifer Bunting. Fr.
Indianapolis, Ind.
"Someone who can
cook really well—a
FACS major."
—Matt Bowman, Fr.
Lynchburg, Va.
photos by Mike W e i
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picks of the week
• 2/12 Etiquette Dinner

• 2/9 Touch of Something Sweet
Enter your favorite cookie, cake, pie or candy contest. At
the Lynchburg Community Market. 8 a.m.- 2 p.m. Call
847-1499 for information.

• 2/8 Valentine's Day Coffee House
The semester's only coffee house. Come out and enjoy this
night with friends or with a date. 11:30 p.m. in the
Schilling center. $2.

A history of St. Valentine's Day
Because of this business-like approach, heartache and mindless fatigue
was spared for most. These arrangements were so beneficial that the
Valentine's Day: it's the second biggest card seller next to Christmas.
courtship often resulted in love and matrimony.
After New Years, it's hard to find one shop that has not in some way or
As witnessed throughout the ages, if Christians cannot stop a pagan
another been affected by the love-crazed holiday.
holiday, they convert it. And that is just what Pope Galasius did. In 495
A.D., Galasius decided to "Christianize the holiday" and had the name
As a little kid in elementary school, 1 learned early to associate Valenchanged to honor a dead saint. Having decided all this, he chose the
tine's Day with cupcakes and Barbie cards. And so it is that while some
twitterpated students may go loco over Valentine's Day and get a thrill out Bishop of Interamna, also known as St. Valentine.
of chalk tasting candy and 20-pound chocolate hearts, others receive little
St. Valentine had lived 200 years before the Pope, but was immortalized
pleasure over the happy (and sometimes sappy) occasion. What some see by his zeal for love, which he, in the end, was killed for. Because the
as romantic red and pretty pink, others are only reminded of Pepto-Bismol emperor at the time felt that young unmarried men made better soldiers
and were more willing to go to war than those who had no wish to leave
and The Godfather."
These heartbroken desperados have been known to refer to the holiday their families, he outlawed marriage. Valentine, being the romantic hot
as V-day in honor of those who have felt the cold steal of rejection due to an shot that he was, decided to secretiy marry young lovers against the wishes
unrequited love that has left behind only broken pieces of humanity. There of emperor Claudius. The myths and legends surrounding this "friend of
lovers" vary, but most legends concur that once Valentine's work was dismust be logic or reason behind this romantic madness. Surely history
must have shed some light on the mixture of passion and pain that we now covered, he was cast into jail to await his execution. While imprisoned,
find around us. Bearing this in mind, I was resolved to uncover the myster- Valentine fell in love with the jailer's blind daughter.
ies of love written on the pages of history and legend.
Tragically, Valentine was executed on Feb. 14, some-say by beheading.
Before he died, he was allowed to write a love letter to the jailer's daughter,
Here's a little brush up in Valentine's 101".
to which he had signed "from your Valentine." Miraculously, when she
Eight hundred years before good ol' St. Valentine, the Romans celebrated a bash called Lupercal (Feb. 15). This celebration was a pagan fertil- opened up the letter her sight was restored.
Blah, blah, blah—a lot of unnecessary facts, eh? I thought so too, but it
ity rite dedicatedtothe goddess of women and marriage, Juno.
all comes down to this: Valentine's is a timetorecognize love. In all of its
The old cliche "Never mix business with pleasure" was conveniently
suspended during this time of feasting with the youth of Rome. The young forms. Be it the romance of a sweetheart, support of a roommate or Just the
company of a best friend. There is no needtowear black In protest or visit
teenage men in the village would gather together and write down all the
names of the young women In the village, then draw for their names. Hav- anti-Valentine's Web sites or think of waystocrush your insensitive ex.
ing done this, everyone knew who was to be their Valentine and a courtship No, it is a celebration of love in all its creative forms.
would prevail for almost a year.
By Alexandra Harper, reporter

"If you love me, you will do this."
That is the response Dean Emerick recommends to those students whose 'significant
other' refuses to attend premarital
counseling. If they refuse to attend premarital
FILE PHOTO

and thtakTls this reallyUie guy or girl God has MARRIAGE PREPARATION - Dwayne Carson counsels two
forme?'
students thinking about getting married.

Premarital counseling is a service that
Emerick and the Campus Pastor's office offer to ' 90 percent of the couples do 'make if
One of the more common problems seen is
students here at Liberty. Premarital counseling
couples deciding early in their college career to
prepares the couple for marriage itself and also
get engaged, and then can't wait for graduation to
helps them determine if marriage is the right
come before the wedding.
decision.
"We try to discourage marriage early in the colThe sessions he holds for the couple cover
lege career. I've always said that I'll do the wedeverything from 'God's blueprint for marriage' to
ding if you wait until graduation. You can come
communication, finances and sex.
down in your cap and gown, with your wedding
Each couple also takes an evaluation test
dress on underneath, and I'll meet you at the
through the course of the counseling on how they
Prayer chapel," Emerick said.
deal with conflict "It shows what kind of conflict
"I've done quite a few weddings. I did three
style they have in their lives, what kind their partner has, how they handle situations and what their Just this last summer. We put the weddings
together ourselves and we don't do them the
strengths and weaknesses are," Emerick said.
Emerick walks them through what their differ- usual, traditional way. I don't do weddings on
bungee cords or while skydiving, but we rewrite
ent roles are to be in marriage in one of the sesthe traditional wedding in a way that's special to
sions. Emerick explains that in the original language of the Bible, the verse, "He who finds a wife them," Emerick said.
Another problem seen on Liberty's campus is
finds a good thing" actually means "best thing."
the quick engagement. Everyone's seen the
And where the wife is told to 'submit' to her husfreshman couple that became engaged in the first
band, it means that she is to position herself
couple weeks of knowing each other. 'That's not
under her husband. "Not to grovel, but to suplove or an engagement," Emerick said, "It's a gloport. It's not a lowly position, it's an awesome
rified going steady with a diamond."
position," he said..
Emerick recommends that engagements
Through all of this, the couple learns more
about each other, their expectations and goals, and should last no longer than a year, and six
months before the wedding the couple should
decides whether or not they are making the right
attend premarital counseling. If students would
decision. "Every once in a while we get a couple
like to attend premarital counseling, they
where I have to sit them down. I say, 'I don't see
should contact the Dean of Men's office at x.
you two together. You have too many problems.
2320 or the Campus Pastor's office. Premarital
You need to postpone the wedding or break the
counseling is also available at local churches
engagement'," Emerick sajd. However, of the couples that attend counseling, Emerick says that over here in Lynchburg.

Lessons learned at the River
Ridge Mall
Since it's almost Valentine's Day and this is the
Valentine's issue of the Champion, it would be appropri
ate that I write some sappy tale about what one of my
ex-boyfriends did for me in the past, or talk about the
present love-of-my-life.
But, I have no ex-boyfriendstotalk about nor do I
have a present heartbeat. I could do a cleverrantabout
why Valentine's Day is so terrible orjust be cynical
(which would be very easytodo since IVe had to look at
all those engaged couples who submitted engagement
announcements), but 1 have decided to refrain. Instead
I will teUyou about the lesson 1 learned the another
night at the River Ridge Mall, along with my friend
Daneal.
Daneal knew that 1 needed a breakfromthe Champions© we decided to goto the Food Court at the mall.
What we thought would be an ordiiiary trip to the mall

Dying to come up with way to ask the
love-of-your-life (well, this week's) out
for Valentine's Day. Here are a few
tested and tried ideas for the
k creativity challenged.
Poetry, or even better, a song, is a cheap and effiI cient way ofgetting the attention of your dream
date.
Serenade your prospect in the Valentine's' Day coffee house (See
the Splash page for further details).
Rent a plane, tie a message stating your affections, and have someone fly the plane around the campus afewtimes, when you know
your prospect will see it.
E-cards are always fun and can be very interesting.
The old stand-by of Liberty students —ask her out by painting it
on the Rock.
The student splash page is yes, corny, but a realistic and cheap way
of getting attention. However, if you're asking someone to marry
you, don't do it on the Splash page (and, it's been done before).
Write an announcement and have it read before convocation.
Work up a scavenger hunt, but don't confuse orfrustratethe poor
girl, it could turn out to be a fun and romantic time if you have the
dues leading to you.
Roses and chocolates are always affectionately welcomed by any
girl, (wink)- (even ifshe is on a diet).
.. And, for those few brave souls out there, just call her up (or try
it in person) and ask!

ext. 2262 and make a reservation.
The meals are $6.99 and you have
three choices of payment. You can
Imagine that it is Feb. 14. Yes,
use Liberty dollars from your meal
that's right, it is Valentine's Day.
plan, or pay either by cash or
You walk into a cafe with your
check.
date, or group of friends, and you
see the tables draped with fabric
The choices for the entree contablecloths and napkins, silversist of prime rib, stir-fry, chicken
ware, and china, and glasses have marsala, shrimp or vegetables.
been set out on beautifully decoFor dessert, you have your choice
rated tables.
of red velvet cake, a banana split,
or a frozen fruit- cocktail flavored
The lights are dimmed and
candles are lit everywhere, giving dessert. Beverages offered include
the room a warm, enticing atmos- soda and smoothies (flavors
include plna colada). Seating
phere. The employees are in fortimes are from 6-9 p.m., by resermal wear, ready to serve those
vation only. Around 250 reservawho have reserved a place. Your
tions will be accepted.
/
dream date, you say. Where can
you find this? Amazingly, in the
The Hangar will be closed from
Hangar.
4-6 p.m. to transform The
Hangar. The seating will be
The Hangar will be transarranged in groups of four or eight
formed next Thursday into what
people to a table. If this is a sucwill appear to be a fourrstar
restaurant. In order to experience cessful event, the idea might
this phenomenon, you need to call become an annual event for stuBy Anna Fleming, reporter

By Rachel Coleman, reporter

leeannlivesay

• 2/16 Winter Jam Concert.
Hosted by NewSong. Featured artists include NewsBoys,
Brothers' Keeper, Paige, Phat Chance, Frederico Colloca.
Vines Center. 7 p.m. Tickets are $5 at the door.

Celebrate Valentines day in style

Thinking about
getting married?

counseling, Emerick urges students to stop

Sponsored by the'Career Center. Interviewing dos and
don'ts. Tickets are $10 with a meal plan or $15 without.
Call ext. 2529 for information.

turned out to be an adventure.
While waiting in line at Chick-fll-A, a random guy
started talkingtous. We were talking about stuff and he
just joined in the conversation. We were saving how we
had never eaten breakfast there and he piped up to say
mat he hadn't either. We talked for a few minutes and '
then eventually we got our food and sat down.
When wefinished,we wenttoJourneys (the
shoe store). Daneal's cousin had worked there
and had borrowed her three-loot tall refrigerator for work. He had left and left thefridgethere
for her to pick up when she got back to school.
So, we start walking through the mall carrying this refrigerator between the two of us.
The refrigerator wasn'theavy, just a bit
dirty and awkward. I am stuck walking
backwards with Daneal giving me
directions about which way to go.
We saw ourfriend,Josh, chilling
there with his girlfriend and he
just kinda watched us and
laughed.
As we are walking through the
food court, we can just see the
laces of the people who are just

dents to look forward to and enjoy
in the future.
"If you have a friend deciding to
go into ministry, and want to celebrate the decision, or a birthday,
or Just celebrating life having an
enjoyable time with your friends,
this is why we are deciding to do
this," Retail Manager John Thommensaid. Thommen wants to
create a different atmosphere for
the students, to help create memories.

Thommen
said to
make
reservations as
soon as
possible.
And,
before you leave
dinner that evening, fill out a comment card and give your opinions
about this new experience.

Career Center hosts Etiquette Dinner
By Shannon Seeley, reporter

The cost of the event is $ 10 for students with meal
plans
and $ 15 for those who do not have one. This
You grab the dinner fork to eat your salad. You
price
includes
the lecture on etiquette, interviewing
order the most expensive meal on the menu. In the
tips
and
a
four-course
gourmet meal.
back of your mind you ask yourself, "Where does this
napkin go?"
The dinner is open to juniors and seniors with the
These things do matter when your bad manners
possible room for underclassmen if seats are availcost you the job that you always dreamed of. That is
able.
why the Career Center is hosting an Etiquette Dinner
The purpose of the dinner is to expose students to
and Lecture on Feb. 12. The event starts at 7 p.m.
food that they might see at a professional dinner and
and is being held in the Executive Dining Room,
to teach them professional courtesy.
which is located in Marriott.
This is a good opportunity for students to eat gourmet food and also help protect them from humiliating
The main speaker for the evening will be Steve
Mangan. Mangan is Sodexho's General Manager and
mistakes in the business world. This dinner will help
he is also a Certified Executive Chef. He will be speak- students gain the confidence needed to go to a formal
ing on etiquette dos and don'ts There will also be a few business dinner and act the part.
how to tips on the interviewing process given by
Register in the Career Center by Feb. 5, or call ext.
Sharon Minard, director of career services.
2352 for more information.

watching us. I'm not sure if It was awe or if theyjust
thoughtwewere legally Insane (well, we are both
blonde...)
Anyway, three teenage guys otleredtohelp us after
we had gotten about halfway to the doors. They carried
ittothe doors for us, while I wenttoget the
car. While I was getting the car, they took
off and left Daneal standing on the curb
nexttoher refrigerator.
1 drovetothe curb where Daneal
stood and popped the trunk. We then
started tryingtoget the refrigerator in
the trunk. Now, I have a "96 Cutlass,
which is a fairly decent-sized car, and the
refrigerator is about six inches
larger than the opening to
the trunk.
Wt spent about 20 minutes«tandlng on the curb
trying to get the refrigerator
in my car. We triedtoput it
totiletrunk in various different ways and directions.
We tried the back seat of my
car, which is also some-

what big, but wejust couldn't get it in the door (my car's
a two-door). We tried the front seat in a variety ofways,
none ofwhich worked.
Then we decidedtotry the trunk again. It still didn't
work. We had gotten the refrigerator lodged into the
back of my car, but there was no way we could close the
trunk, and we thought that it might be a bad idea to
just leave It open with nothing tying it down.
Finally, a man who had watched us struggle for a
couple of minutes offeredtohelp us. As he did not have
anything totiedown the trunk either, he offered to follow us overtoschool with the refrigerator in his Suburban. We accepted as this was obviously a blessing from
God!
He followed us overtothe circle where Daneal lives
and u n l o a d itfromhis trunk. We carried it in
Daneal's dorm, Infinitely thankful that she lived on the
firstfloorthis year and not the third.
At this point, we were both dirtyfromcarrying the
refrigerator and a bit cold and, of course, laughing hysterically at our would-be-calamity. We were very thankful io Mr. Thornton who had so graciously assisted us.
And we had learned a lesson: always checktomake
sure whatever you needtotransport willfitin whateve
you have to transport it in.
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Miranda and Jesse plan to be married
Jan. 4, 2003 in Hillsborough, N.C.
Miranda is from Hillsborough and wiD
graduate in May 2003 with a degree in
elementary education. Jesse is from
Blackwood, N.J. and will graduate in May
2003 with a degree in business management.
How h e proposed: Miranda received a
letter on her doorstep explaining a scavenger hunt clue and was told to go outside
and get in the car that her friend was
driving. She was taken to each place as
she figured out the clues on the hunt. She
ended up at Jesse's house on New Year's
Eve with all of their friends there for a
party, and Jesse proposed there.

fttiratufot-. <P&uferfra/p6at$d?<fa?eS. fta/ttfa

Let me not to the marmgTof truemj
Admit impediments: love is not lov
Which alters when it alteration finds.
-William Shakespeare, Sonnet CXVI
Betsy and Paul plan to get married Aug.
10,2002 in Willmar, Minn. Betsy is from
Willmar and will graduate in May 2002
with a degree in biology. Paul is from
Virginia Beach, Va. and graduated from
Liberty in May 2001. Paul is presently in
his first year of law school at St. Thomas
in Minneapolis, Minn.
How he proposed: "He took me for a
hot air balloon ride and afterwards he got
down on his knee and asked me to marry
him."
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Traci and Jeremy plan to wed this summer in Culpepper, Va. Traci will graduate
in May 2002 with a degree in communications with journalism emphasis. Jeremy
will graduate in December 2002 with a
degree in communications with an advertising emphasis. Both are from Culpepper.
How we met: "We were introduced by a
mutual friend in middle school. Her first
impression of me was of my pug nose and
I thought'she was weird."
How he proposed: They went up to
Bear Point overlook in the Shenandoah
Mountain. While looking at the beautiful
view, Jeremy got down on one knee and
asked Traci to marry him.

7f**<* Let Z-aw&wofKt^erMf WaferHtff

Lindsey and Bill plan to get married May
25, 2002 in Sucrasunna, N.J. Lindsay is
from Flanders, N.J. and will graduate in
May 2003 with a degree in accounting.
Bill is from Shaftsbury, Va. and will graduate in May 2003 with a degree in business finance.
How h e proposed: "We went hiking up
to a place called Black Rock. On the rock,
Bill had carved a cross with our initials in
it. He proposed when we came across the
carving."

Lnufofftt.
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Kadie and Jarod plan to get married Aug. 3,
2002 in Ashland. Kadie is from Ashland,
Ohio, and graduated from liberty in
December 2001 with a degree in psychology.
Jarod is from Morgantown, W.Va. and will
graduate in May 2002 with a degree in
accounting.
Future plans: Jarod has a job offer as an
auditor with Deloitte and Touche LLP in
Tysons Corner, Va. Kadie will work in
Human Resources in the Northern Va. area.
How he proposed; "We went to Riverside
Park in Lynchburg on Feb. 16,2001.1 told
her that I loved her and got down on one
knee and asked her to marry me. Thankfully,
she said "yes." I waited until after Valentine's
Day so it would be a surprise."
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Candice and Daniel plan to get married
May 17,2003 at Calvary Church, N.J.
Candice is from Stockton, N.J. and is an
early childhood development major.
Daniel is from Higham, Mass., and will
graduate in May 2002 with a business
major.
HoW he proposed: I took her to
Perkins (where we had our first official
date) and gave her a Christmas gift from
my mom] While she was opening that, I
gave her a bouquet of 11 roses. While she
was smellirk those, I knelt down and gave
her the twelfth rose with the ring inside.
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Courtney and Ronald plan to be marrie
June 2003 in Bethlehem, Penn. Both will
graduate in May 2003; Courtney with a
degree in psychology, Ronald with ih,
degree in business finance,
How he proposed: We drove back to)
Penn. and I asked her when the moment
was right.
How we met: I approached her at the
old BB&T ATM machine. I introduced
myself and we proceded to have an awesome conversation. I then got her phone
number.

Cwrfttef PtiMtefo^<w&'Mutff<wa6t Pt&**w Scfcwfe

Love is life. All, everything that I understand, I
understand only because I love. Everything is,
everything exists, only because I love. Everything
W
is united by it alone. Love is God, and to die
means that I, a particle of love, shall return to the
general and eternal source. - Leo Tolstoy

Melissa and Matt plan to get married July
28,2002 in Wilmington, Del. Melissa is
an English major from Wilmington. Matt
is a religion major with a youth concentration. Matt graduates in May 2002 and
Melissa in May 2003.
How they met: "During the first semester of our first year in college, Melissa and
I had a class together. In this class, BIBL
105, there were about 300 students. On
the first day of this class our professor,
Dr. Elmer Towns, said, 'Look around.
Your future spouse just might be in this
room.' He was right."

Yvonne and John plan to get married on
May 24,2003 in Springfield, Va. John is
a businessfinancemajor from
Springfield. Yvonne is a communications
major specializing in broadcasting from
Silverdale, Wash. Both will graduate in
May 2003.

We/kf* &ayfe Watftte atutftta#few &w# Dtt&to/tf

How he proposed: "It was a dark, foggy
night on the balcony outside her house.
We had just gotten home from going out
with some friends and I got down on one
knee and asked her if I could spend the
rest of my life with her. She was totally
surprised. It was a moment to remember.
She kept saying, You aren't serious.' Of
course I was."

^vmt&ftlMe/ife£&^^^^fflwt&£0&,
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Wendy and Eric plan on getting married
on June 15,2002, in Woodbridge, Va.
Wendy graduated in 1999 with a degree
in psychology. She now works in the
admissions office. Eric will gradute in
December 2002 with a degree in religion.
How he proposed: We went to
Williamsburg, Va. I walked with her and
told her to stop and look at how pretty is
was. We stopped in front of the governor's
s-*^
mansion and I asked her to
r » \ y —•
marry me.

Chad and Stephanie plan to be
married on Oct. 5,2002 in
Clearwater, Fla. They plan to honeymoon
in the Caribbean. Stephanie is a nursing
majorfromClearwater. Chad is a business
Marketing major from Annapolis, Md.
Both graduate in May 2002.
How he proposed: Over fall break, we
went to downtown Annapolis and he proposed at a park overlooking the water and
the Naval Academy.
•
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Commentary
Instant Messenger—A whole new world

A lesson in faith—step out of your skin
By Aaron Skinner, columnist

night before his journey to the altar.
Obediently, Abraham and his son
embarked on the three days journey to
By faith Abraham left his homeland
Mount Moriah—his eyesfixedon the
behind and journeyed to the promised
land. Forsaking his earthly understand- God that was testing him, his heart discovering the "blessedness of possessing
ing, he embraced faith in a God he had
nothing," as expressed by Tozer. He
never seen. By faith, Abraham trusted
believed, so he walked. He believed, so
his covenant with God that his descendants would number as the sands on the he helped his son onto the altar. He
believed, so he raised the knife. With his
earth. By faith, he continued without a
only foreseen hope about to be sacrison. Time passed and it was possible—
ficed, Abraham did not doubt. If he had
Abraham believed. More time passed
doubted he would have plunged the
and the idea became ridiculous—Abraham still believed. Sarah began to doubt, knife into his own chest, offering himself
the people began to laugh, but Abraham in place of his son. And certainly such a
sacrificial act would have been rememadhered to his great expectations and
bered by the world. Surely the name
God rewarded his gray-haired confiAbraham would not have been forgotten
dence with the laughter of a boy named
Isaac. But no sooner had he sighed with and many tears would have been shed as
his story was passed from campfire to
relief at the symbol of a fulfilled promise
campfire down through the generations.
than his faith was tested. "And God
tested Abraham and said unto him, Take However, the Christian's timeless effigy
Isaac, your only son whom you love, and of true faith would have been lost. Abraham persevered and again Abraham was
go into the land ofMortah, and there
rewarded. He looked to God when he
offer him for a burnt offering on the
couldn't understand, he faced his trial
mountain which 1 will show you." So it
with confidence thatjGod had ordained
would seem that all was lost. God had
it, and he left Mt. Moriah that day
made the incredible actual and now he
amazed as God revealed the ram in the
would destroy it. Seventy years of
expectancy conceived joy that would last thicket that replaced Isaac on the Altar.
for but a moment.
Faith turns the inward eyes to God,
We are born again by faith. We enter
oblivious to self, and walks forward.
the spiritual realm through faith. HowFaith revels in the storms that polish it
ever, 1 often find that while 1 look forward and thefiresthat refine it. Faith drops its
to my eternal destiny by faith, I leave
jaw, gasps in amazement, and falls at
faith at the gateway to my journey and
the feet of the resurrected Savior. Perwalk on by flesh.
ceiving the preposterous. Receiving the
inconceivable. Believing that God will
"Are you so foolish? Having begun in
always do what'sright,even when it's
the spirit, are you now being made pernot what I want.
fect in the flesh." (Galatians 3:3). The
faith that followers of Christ are called to
When God says run headlong into a
employ and the faith that Abraham porbrick wall, faith starts running, confitrayed is, in the words of Soren
dent that God will provide a hole for my
Kierkegaard, "faith for this life", not sim- head. If Hebrews 11 were to be re-written
ply faith for the hereafter.
today, could it include your name?
One can only imagine the grief that
saturated the heart of Abraham the

Anchoring fulfillment the right way
pieces of advice 1 have ever read. Way
I recently read a book by Maria
Shriver entitled, "Ten Things I Wish I'd too many girls are searching for their
identity on whatever male's arm they
Known - Before I Went Out into the
are clinging to at the moment. I know,
Real World." In Chapter 8, Shriver
because I have been there. If it isn't a
stated something that I had believed
boyfriend, then we are trying
with a passion beforeto find identity in a sport, in a
hand, but I had never
talent, in a grade or a job. The
been able to voice the
point is not "Don't have a
statement this distinctiveboyfriend." The point is "Find
ly. In explaining the fact
your identity in God."
that "Marriage is a ... Lot
I know that some of us
of Hard Work" (which is
shudder at the thought of
also the title of the chapbeing the nauseating couple
ter), Maria said that one of
that stares starry-eyed at
her greatest revelations
each other over dinner at
was that her "life apart
Marriott. But the theory that
from |my husband) was as
suggests 1 am someone only if
important to me as our life heather-huff
1 am with someone is beyond ridicutogether."
Now some may say that Shriver is an lous. Girls, we are worth so much
exception to the housewife rule, seeing more than any Y-chromosome's opinion of us.
as she's been a national network
Arnold told Maria himself, "Don't
anchor for CBS and NBC for a number
of years. But Maria has almost more of expect or rely on me to make you
happy." Yes, these two could both use
a reason than anyone to toss her
dreams to the wind and conform to the a little Jesus in their lives, but they are
definitely onto something when it
shadow of her husband, Arnold
comes to identity. Pursuing a husband
Schwarzenegger. But the lesson that
as your life's sole fulfillment will ultiMaria learned early on was something
mately end in dissatisfaction and
that 1 think we as women are in desresentment. Pursuing intimacy with
perate need of learning. Shriver states
God as your life's fulfillment will ultiit well:
"Women, don't expect a man to make mately end in acceptance, a sense of
belonging and emotional satisfaction.
your life and give you an identity. You
must work at making your own life and
So wake up, Liberty women! Stop the
identity... You must be happy with
husband hunt and start pursuing
yourself first. Be happy with your life
Someone who can be your identity.
separate from what the other person
Besides, God won't ever sit on the sofa
brings to the table."
watching sports and ask you to go
make him a sandwich.
That is one of the most profound

Furthermore, Instant Messenger is a
Take a trip to Mlramar, Fla., to a house Messenger in the lives of my sisters, I've
never-ending, buffet meal for the attenoften wondered what fuels
on 94th avenue, and you'll
the international fascination. tion-starved and a polar-fleece blanket
find an interesting controfor the cold and alone. Twenty-four
versy. Without any prior
Yes, it provides a convenient
experience in such an enviand cost efficient way to com- hours a day via search engines and chat
ronment, theflaringemorooms, the efficient user has access to a
municate with friends and
tions and heated arguments
vast and splendid array of arguing, flirtfamily despite the distance.
might lead you to conclude
And yes, I suppose it could be ing, deceiving, fighting, defrauding,
that this is a relapse into
seen as a missionfield,but is entertaining, patronizing and speculatBroward county's famed
ing. The opportunities are endless.
it really always familial love
2001 election conflict.
With Instant Messenger at your disand passion for witnessing
posal you are never alone and never left
However, as a member of aaronskinner that motivates us as we
the household, I can tell you
point, click and type our way out because somewhere, in some dimly
that this startling display, while equally
lit computer room is a 30-year-old man
through cyber space?
as childish as Al Gore's demands for a
just waiting to be your best friend, or girl
Often, Instant Messenger appears to
recount, is far less significant. While Al
friend, or whatever is necessary to make
be a platform for the weak and a haven
Gore wanted, at the expense of his digyou feel accepted. And sometimes you
for the fake. The fears and insecurities
nity, to be president, my sisters just
can even get a picture.
that hinder our boldness are eliminated
wanted to use the Internet. But their
Over Christmas break 1 spent countby the absence of faces behind the words
passionate pursuit of self interest gives
less hours attempting to compose and
we send and receive.
birth to a house-wide conflict.
record some music on the family comBeneath the blanket of Instant Mesputer and a night
Since Al Gore "invented" the Internet,
senger people will . .
never passed witha new world has evolved largely due to
say things they
• •
Since Al Gore "invented" out my working
the creativity of geniuses employed by
would never imagine
the internet, a new world
America Online. It is a world called
being interrupted by
saying in person.
Instant Messenger—a phenomenon that
each
of my sisters'
Words can create a has evolved...
has captured a substantial portion of the completely new
desperate need to
social lives of my sisters and the millions
talk to their Interidentity for the user ~~~"—""
of other AOL disciples across the globe.
anxious to hide his weaknesses. Conver- net "friends."
Text and emoticons have developed into a sation via IM can be catered to each indiSo to all of you students who consisuniversal dialect and a worldwide nettently return to your room tofindyour
vidual audience because a facade conwork that seems to possess addictive
roommates glued to the computer screen
structed through Instant Messenger
power. Its victims have little need to ever
and to all of you who endure the endless
rarely has to be continued in real life. In
leave the house.
other words, Instant Messenger is often a lines in the computer lab while countless
vehicle for dishonesty without tangible
Formerly a victim and having witchatters keep you fromfinishingyour
consequences.
nessed firsthand the reign of Instant
homework, I feel your pain.
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Across
1. Tide
5. Burned tobacco byproduct
8. Not close
12. Top grade of gasoline
14. La
de ma
tante
16. Fingrod
17. Tigers
19. Lowest point
21. Speeds up
22. Race distance
23. October birthstone
25. What willows do
27. Satyr
30. Nears
33. Type of center
34. Controvert
36. Curry
38. Yaks are a type
39. Ditto
40. Patella
41. Columbus ship
42. Horse control
43. Car type
44. Acetate is one
46. Power from a
neclear
48. One of Demillo's
movies
50. Wound protection
51. Tom Hank's first
starring movie
54. Presiden't office
56. Leave without permission
59. A triangle
62. Some are for football bets
64. First Hebrew letter
65 Dye quantity
66 Brain box
67 Evening in Roma
68 Isle in E. England
69 Remain

Down
1. Prioress, e.g.

2. Style
3. Hindu principle of life
4. Excel
5.
O'Shanter
6. Used as gelling agent
7. Sing up again for a
magazine
8. Model Carol
9. Gasoline
10. Aeronautics and
Model Rocketry
Association (abbrev.)
11. Deference to an
older person
13. Acid used to produce nylon
15. Leisurley stroll in
Merida
18. Female name
20. Tease
24. Live with
26. Reticules
27. The South
28. Ties up
29. Breathe through 'de
nose
.Cane
31. .
32. Cover with cream
cheese
33. A lifer e.g.
35. Dressed to the
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Answers to last week' s puzzle
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52. Wight, e.g.
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53. A regular attendee drinks from theI
1
55. Loyal Scot
Hangar (toppings are extra).
57. Sullenness
58. Fitzgerald
Bring it by the
60. Elizabeth Arden
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Champion office
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Great Valentine gifts for your budget!
Pick up on campus!
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Wildrick takes pole vault
ByDommJc Sasso, reporter
Andrea Wildrick led the way
for the Flames at the Blue
Heaven Track and Field Rumble at the University of North
Carolina. Wildrick, who partlc
Ipated In the Olympic Trials
two years ago, won the pole
vault competition. Although
she was unsuccessful in her
attempt to make the U.S.
Track and Field Team, she has
continued to showcase dynamite performances like the one
she put up this past weekend
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. "Andrea is
tied for second place in the
country for Division I with her
Jump this weekend," Head
Coach Brant Tolsrna said. On

another note, Heather Sagan
placed seventh In the 3000m
run In her first Indoor meet of
the year with a time of 9:56,
and Rebecca Parsons placed
20th In the 1600m finishing
the mile in 5:19. The girls distance medley with Samantha
Pelletler, Christina Henry,
Rebecca Parsons and Heather
Sagan won a respectable
fourth place.

a disappointing 57th In the
400m with a lime of 52.24.
Running a bit under the
weather this weekend, Guifaly
Chrlstolln ran the 60 meters in
a time of 7.00 seconds and the
200 meters In 22.75 seconds.
"They had a brand new facility
and we had great competition,
but we still have a lot of work
to do before getting ready for
the scored meets, because we
are three weeks away from the
Big South championships,"
Tolsma said.
The Track and Field team
will next compete at the CNU
Invitational in Blacksburg, on
Feb. 8 and 9. The Big South
Indoor Championships will
take place on Feb. 16, also in
Blacksburg.

On the men's side Joslah
Melly was the lone bright spot.
He finished fifth overall In the
5000m with a time of 15:09.
Chad Wilson, who won the long
Jump last week at the Lynchburg College Invitational,
struggled this past weekend
placing 11th In the long Jump
with a mark of 23ft 5.251n and

FILE PHOTO

Andrea Wildrick flies over the bar during a meet last season. Wildrick placed first at the Blue Heaven Rumble.

LU Track & Field opens season at VMI
By Dominic Sasso, reporter

Liberty's Track Team competed at the Virginia Military
Institute Invitational this past
weekend to open its 2001-2002
Indoor Track & Field season.
Sarah Pettlt (Jr., Rockville,
Md.) won the mile, Marianne
Mulkey (Jr., Marietta, Ga.) tied
for first place in the 55-meter
high hurdles with a time of
8.57, Danielle McNaney (Fr.,
Gardner, Kan.) won the high
Jump with a height of 5'04",
Andrea Wildrick (Sr.t Mechanlcsville, Va.) won the pole vault
with a height of 13'00" and Keri
Wallace (Sr., Odessa, Texas)
won the weight throw with a
distance of 47'11" to round out
the women's winners. Mandy
Newman (Fr., Knoxville, Tenn.)

and Tessa Sturglll (So., Pound,
Va.) both said, T h i s track meet
was an eye-opener, and we saw
what we needed to do in order
to prepare for the Indoor Big
South Championships coming
up In two weeks."

the triple Jump and Kevin
Octave place fourth in the triple
Jump. Nick Anderson said,
T h i s first place win is building
up my confidence to get to my
peak level in performance. This
is also building up my confl-

a This track meet was an eye-open-

er, and we saw what we needed to
do in order to prepare for the
Indoor Big South Championship
-Mandy Newman, Fr.

W
The men's team was led by
Samuel Brunt (Jr., Lehigh
Acres, Fla.) who won the 200meter dash with a time of
22.74, Nick Anderson (Sr.,
Stanley, N.C.) won first place in

dence for the Big South Championships and the Outdoor season." Jeremy Prichard (So.,
Winston-Salem, N.C.) won first
place In the 400m, and ran
neck and neck with Ricardo

Johnson who placed second.
Johnson also ran his best time
in the 4x4 at 54.0 seconds.
Other Flame finishers
included: Guifaly Christolin
(Jr., Lauderdale Lakes, Fla.)
who placed second in the 55meter dash with a time of 6.49
and Jeremy Wagner (Sr., Waterford, Penn.) who finished fourth
in the 200-meter dash with a
time of 23.00.
Adam Williams (So., Lynchburg, Va.) finished third in the
pole vault with a height of
13'06" and Nathan Young (Sr.,
Rome, N.Y.) placed third in the
weight throw with a distance of
48'01.50" to round out the
men's winners.
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(Finally a wireless plan designed around where you go to school.)
Introducing the
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Chicago, 1L 60647
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Nikolai Khabibulin shut out the North America team in the
third period and the World team posted five goals to come from
behind to win the NHL All-star game.
Khabibulin stopped all 20 shots that he faced en route to an 8-5
victory, in a contest that has been known for its high scoring. Last
season, the North American All-stars won, 14-12.
Teemu Selanne and Markus Naslund both scored two goals for
the World team, while North America's Eric Daze collected MVP
honors with two goals and an assist

I Prepare for a rewarding urban ministry in Chicago with a sumI mer or one year internship. Training Tracks are available for
I most ministry interests. Learn from Urban veteran Pastor
I Charles Lyons with 28 years experience in Chicago. For more
I information check our web site listed below and click on the
link for Chicago Armitage Urban Study Experience.

Get Coast-to-Coast Coverage on the SunCom and AT&T
nationwide networks for only $15 a month more.

Ridgewood Farms Plaza
(across from lewis-Gale Hospltall
1923-B Electric Rd
389-8441

World All Stars top N. America

The future is in
the cities!

Free Nationwide Long Distance
on the SunCom Digital Network

Salem

Adam Vlnatleri kicked a 48-yard field goal as time expired to
upset the St. Louis Rams and win Super Bowl XXXVI.
The Patriots held a 17-3 lead against the Rams early Into
the fourth quarter, but Kurt Warner sparked two scoring drives
to knot the score at 17 apiece with 1:21 remaining. However,
New England QB Tom Brady led a drive that put the kicker
Vlnatleri within range to make his history-making field goal.
Brady, who was the center of question at the beginning of the
week, was named the Super Bowl MVP; Brady was Injured last
week against the Steelers and did not even know if he would
play in the championship game. Brady completed 16 of 27
passes for 145 yards and a touchdown; Rams QB Kurt Warner
bested him by going 28 of 44 for 365 yards, but threw two
interceptions.
All together, the Rams turned the ball over three times,
which led to 17 New England points, the total number which
the Rams, a.k.a. the "Greatest Show on Turf could muster in a
game in which they were the two touchdown favorites.

Third ranked Maryland used a 16-2 run midway through the second half to comefrombehind and defeat NC State 89-73, at Maryland.
Maryland was led by Juan Dixon, who finished the day with 27
points. The win moved Maryland Into a tie for first place in the ACC
with Duke. The loss snapped afive-gameroad winning streak for (he
Wolf Pack.
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Pats pull off Super Bowl upset

Maryland tops NC State
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Flames sports news, notes and thoughts
ByWesRickards& Robbie Adams

•The news seems to be that
Big South Preseason Player of
the Year Michelle Frlcke will be
redshlrted for theremainderof
the season: she will still be a
Junior next season. In only two
full seasons, she has managed
to place herself among the best
Lady Flames ever, she Is cur• rently 14th on Liberty's all-time
scorers list, averaging 12.4 ppg.
• Katie Feenstra was named
the Big South Rookie of the
Week for the second time this
season, averaging 13.3 points
and 5.6reboundstothree
games for the week ending Jan-,
uary 26. But she Is only one
player In a talented rookie class
that has paid Immediate dividends for the team this year. Of
the four leading scorers on the
roster, three (Katie Feenstra,
Stephanie Walker and Kristal
Tharp) are freshmen. Unfortunately, the Impressive string of
Rookie of the Week awards (five
straight) will come to an end this
week as the Lady Flames— they
didn't play last week.
• Things aren't as cheery for
the men's squad, where the true
credltgoes not to the numbers

in the box score, but Instead to
the relentlessness of their spirit
"Young kids have a tendency
to quit, to back off, but that's not
what these guys are about,"
assistant coach Mike Dolg said.
"Their mindset Is to keep learning."
• Rob Attaway has been
. referred to as a player that
brings Intangibles"' to the team,
the things that don't necessarily
appear on the statistics page.
Unfortunately, the things that
do appear there aren't that
encouraging. Liberty's starting
guard has a .429 free throw percentage for the season and has
two three-pointers to show for
his three-year career at LU (out
of 37 attempts). However, he has
brought something much
neededtothe team— his attitude. His veteran leadership on
a youthful squad has proved to
be Immeasurable so far during
this tumultuous basketball season.
• Chris Caldwell, the leading
scorer on the men's basketball
team, has been playing the last
few games with a bruised wrist;
this is the reason for his lowerthan-average shot totals In the
last few games. However, he has

TANNING
2 Weeks Unlimited Tanning
GREAT TANS
7705 Timberlake Rd.
(434) 237-2005

$ 1 * 7 9 5 TAN WITHOUT SAND

Minutes from L U . &CVCC Campus
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(434) 384-5359
Minutes from L.C. & Randolph Macon

• Student Discounts • Clean & Private • Professional Staff •
Extended Hours • Wolff System Beds, Booths and Speed Tanners
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PROPERTY INC
Single Family Homes
Furnished Unit
*>-'

3851025
1 6 5 8 Graves Mill Rd.
wwwJjrownstoneproperties.com

You can make the
world a friendlier
place for one
special boy or girl
by sponsoring
a child through
Compassion.

not made excuses for his mistakes and the mistakes ofothers.
"I took the ball strong to the
hole," Caldwell said after the
Elon game last week, despite
several non-foul calls by the officials. "You just got to play
through it 1 can't worry about
anything, I Just got to go
stronger."
• In both the Elon and the
Coastal Carolina game, the
Flames hurt themselves with
simplefreethrow shooting.
Against Elon, the Flames shot
Just 12 for 29 from the sbipe;
let's not forget they oruy lost by
seven points. Against Coastal
Carolina last Saturday, liberty
onty converted on 3 of 11 from
the free throw line- and they lost
by four.
• In that same game, LU shot
3 of 19 from behind the threepoint arc; Travis Eisentrout
heaved up 13of those shots,
moving him into fourth place In
liberty's single season threepointfieldgoals attempted category. Through Saturday's game,
thefreshmanhas shot 151
threes and Is 36 behind Matt
Hildebrand's record of 187, set
in 1994.

M'Basketball: Falls to Coastal Carolina, 58-54
Continued from page 12

The Flames Jumped out to
a 9-3 lead four minutes into
Saturday night's contest.
However, Coastal would pick
up Its defense, and hold the
Flames to Just 13 points In
the final 16 minutes of the
half, using a full court press
on defense, and a fast-break
style offense to beat the

Flames up the floor for easy
baskets. When Coastal wasn't
getting easy baskets, It was
getting open looks from the
three-point, torching the
Flames for seven treys in the
first half. "They went on
their (Coastal) run on their
transition offense. They were
passing the ball down the
court and beating us down
the floor...the big problem we

Ho Plans for
Sping Break??
This spring break
Youth Quest will
be going to New
York City on this
years Metro
Mission and there
may be a spot for
you!
There are 10-15
spots for LU
students and the |
cost is $250.
For more
information about
interview times
call x2350 or
email
luyq@liberty.edu

I sponsor 6-year-old
Wallef in Brazil, and
I've seen firsthand
howCompassion'5
life-changing benefits
are shaping him into a
confident, healthy boy
who loves the Lordall for $28 a month.
And sponsorship
allows me to encourage
Wallef through prayers,
letter writing, and even
sponsor visits.

JOHN FISHER

SOAR—Jason Sarchet flies into for two points against Elon last week.

Elon: Sets back Flames at Vines Center, 63-56
Continued from page 12

"Each game we're getting
better. It's just a long hard
haul out of such a deep, deep
pit," Flames Coach Mel
Hankinson said.
For a while it looked like the
Flames strategy, of pounding
the ball inside against a much
smaller Elon team, would work,
as the Flames outscored the
Phoenix in the paint. In addition, Liberty went to the foul
line 29 times. However, the
Flames would have problems at
the foul line all night, connecting on just 12 of their 29
attempts. That problem was
compounded by 26 turnovers.
"They're not very big so we
wanted to pound the ball
inside...we did a good job we
Just didn't make free throws,"
Flames guard Chris Caldwell
said.
"It's typical of nine new
faces...you can't turn the ball
over 26 times and expect to
win a basketball game,"
Hankinson said.
Nevertheless, the Flames
would try, whittling an eightpoint second half deficit to one,
thanks in large part to their
best defensive effort of the season, which held the Phoenix to
Just one point over five minute
span.
"I thought tonight you could
see significant improvement
with our defense...we're getting
stops we're playing with great
intensity," Hankinson said.
With the lead cut to one and
4:00 to play, Elon answered as
Gary Marsch scored from the
post, pushing the lead to three.
Vincent Okotie tried to answer
at the other end with his second consecutive three, but his
shot was long. Elon scored
again on the ensuing posses-

For cheering him on
toward his dreams
and watching him
grow into a fulfilled
adult, Compassion
gives me the best
seat in the house.

sion pushing the lead to five.
Once again the Flames tried
to respond, however, Travis
Eisentrout slipped on his way
to the basket and was called
for traveling. Elon scored again
to push the lead back to eight
and end the Flames' threat.

JOHN FISHER

JUMPER—Vincent Okotie takes a jumper against Elon last week.
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Please join me in
bringing hope to
a child in need.
Call Compassion
today or visit
them on the Web.

Come see us at our new
retail store!
14307 Wards Road
Directions: Take 29 south,

www.coiiijiassion.com

Compassion

The Flames will begin a
three-game road trip on Feb. 9
at UNC-Ashevllle and finish up
on Feb. 16 at High Point before
returning home for their last
two regular season games
against Birmingham-Southern
and Radford.
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had was our transition
defense," Hankinson said.
The Flames trailed 37-22
to start the second half,
before slowly chipping away
at the lead.
Offensively the Flames
continued to struggle early
on, and they trailed by 18
Just three minutes in, but by
the 12-mlnute mark the
Flames had cut the lead to
41 -30 and allowed Coastal
Just four points In the first
eight minutes of the half.
"In the second half, we
controlled the tempo on
offense. We had an excellent
Inside-outslde game. We
upped our Intensity on
defense and came back from
an 18-point deficit to really
control the game," Hankinson
said.
With the lead cut to 11,
Coastal responded with seven
unanswered points to push
the lead back to 18. But the
Flames rallied once again
going on a 15-0 run to cut
the margin to three with 3:38
to play.
After Coastal went back up
by five on an Antonio Darden
layup, Chris Caldwell went to
the foul line for the Flames
with two minutes to play, but
missed both free throws.
Coastal went back up by
seven with one minute to
play, but the Flames cut the
lead to four and had the ball
with 13 seconds to go and
the game got interesting.
Eisentrout missed a three,
but a Coastal player who
rebounded the ball called a
timeout, which the team did
not have, resulting in a technical. Eisentrout hit two free
throws with six seconds to
play, cutting the lead to
three. The Flames fouled with
five second left, and after
Darden missed the first free
throw he hit the second making the lead 58-54 and icing
the game for Coastal.
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Liberty stacked and ready for another championship run
By Kyte Adams, reporter

Arms are sore, expectations are high and the
players are getting restless. The unusually warm
temperatures last week serve as an indication
that even our Creator is looking forward to the
start of another baseball season.
With less than three weeks before their first
game, it's time to take a look at the upcoming season of Liberty baseball.
The 2002 Flames will feature a lineup full of
seasoned players who have proven themselves in
big games. They have talent and experience at
every position and can bring guys off the bench
who could start at most of the other schools in the
conference. They are fast, deep, have guys who
can hit for average and have guys who can crush
the ball. This team is more stacked than the cast
of "Ocean's 11."
Junior Matt Hagen and senior Jon Bona will
split time at third base. Hagen's strong arm and
athletic ability make him the team's MVP — most
versatile player. Bona may have the most unique
batting stance in the conference, but hits the ball
hard and finds a way to come up big in important
games.
Juniors Larry Wayne York and Joey Mpnahan
begin their third year as the Flames double play
combination. A smooth shortstop entering his
third year as a starter, Monahan led the team in
runs scored (54) and ranked third with 59 hits
last season while hitting .307. York is one of the
best in the Big South at getting the bat on the ball
— only 12 strikeouts in 169 plate appearances —
and was third on the team with a .363 batting
average.
Senior Chad Bryan gets the nod at first base. A
reliable role player in his first three seasons at LU,
Bryan earned the starting spot with his work ethic
and leadership in fall practices. Two-year starter
Kelly Knouse will also see significant action at
first. Last season Knouse started 39 games for
the Flames and was second on the team with 42
RBI.
Redshirt freshman Rusty May is the most likely

FILE PHOTO

BASE HIT— Junior Ke'rth Butler will look to lead the Flames to their fourth conference championship in six years.

candidate to start at catcher. Seniors Shane
Miller and Graham Sikes, and sophomore Erich
Cloninger will also get time behind the plate.
Miller put up the best offensive numbers of any
LU catcher last season — .339 with 18 RBI and
three home runs- and is improving daily on

LU Ultimate Frisbee to host tournament
From staff reports

Liberty University's Ultimate Frisbee team will be
hosting a tournament on Saturday, Feb. 16.
The tournament, which Is
being called The Seven Hills
Freeze Out," will begin

around 9:30 a.m. and last
through most of the day. Ten
schools are scheduled to
attend including: Liberty,
Eastern Mennonite, Pittsburgh, Virginia, Gettysburg.
UNC-Asheville. Union College, Shippensburg, American and St. Mary's.

The ultimate frisbee team
competed In one fall tournament last October and finished second in its pool at
Haverford College.
The tournament will be
held on the intramural field.
For more information contact
Jeff Shankle at 582-3987.
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defense. Sikes has by far the most experience,
but has been plagued by injuries since last spring.
Cloninger is a great defensive catcher who has
worked hard in the offseason to improve his hitting.
In the outfield, senior Marcus Maringola joins

M R
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third-year starters Steve Baker and Keith Butler.
Butler, a two-time All-Conference centerfielder,
was second on the team in runs (51) and hits (62)
and started all but one game. Baker has one of
the strongest arms in the Big South and led the
Flames last season with 11 home runs and 29
extra-base hits.
Maringola is beginning his first season as a
full-time starter, but was a productive plnch-hitter/designated hitter last season (.364 with four
home runs) and will be a capable replacement for
All-Conference leftfielderTrey Miller. Senior
Israel Noble and Junior Joel Patrick are underrated defensive replacements who will challenge
the starters for playing time.
The only question mark surrounding the
Flames is their pitching staff. Historically, success in the Big South Tournament is directly
related to depth at pitching, and while no one
questions these pitchers' talent, most of them are
short on experience. Seniors Alex Dooley and
Steve Horstman are quality starters who will
anchor the rotation, and sophomore closer Nat
Ogborne worked some impressive innings last
season.
Sophomores Jason Jones, Ryan Marsland, and
Jeff Lever each showed flashes of brilliance in
2001 and the coaching staff is counting on each of
them to shoulder a much larger load this season.
The nine freshmen pitchers on the roster have
all worked solid Innings in practice and are eager
for a chance to prove their abilities.
The Flames will play more than half of their 56
games out of town this season, but there are still
plenty of exciting home games on the schedule.
Some highlights Include the home opener on Feb.
23 against Maryland-Baltimore County, a series
against Big South rival and preseason favorite
Coastal Carolina on March 29-30, a matchup with
No. 21 Wake Forest on May 13 and a game against
in-staterivalOld Dominion the next night under
the lights at Merritt Hutchinson Stadium.
Liberty has won three of the last five conference
championships and is poised to make another
run Into the NCAA tournament

Freshman provides LU with hope for future
playing within himself and he
understands the game,"
Hanklnson said.
Beeler is one of five players
on the team's leadership
group. Hanklnson said, "He is
the only freshman in the leadership group and that is
unusual to have a freshman
in the group," Hanklnson
said. "He is the kind of kid
you can build a program
around."
As for why he chose to
come to Liberty, Beeler said,
"I had some bigger choices,
but I liked the coaches and
the school. And I really wanted to got to a Christian university."
"He [Beeler] is the kind of

Continued from page 12

Beeler was a McDonald's
Ail-American nominee his
senior season and was inducted into Ocean View High
School's Hall of Fame.
Beeler has played in all 22
games for Liberty this season
and has started 15 of them.
Beeler is averaging 19 minutes, 3.4 rebounds, and 4
points a game for the Flames.
Beeler is also hitting 54.1
percent of his shots from the
field and 43.9 percent of his
three-point shots. "His best
attribute is playing within his
game. What makes him effective as an offensive player is

person we want here at
Liberty University," Hanklnson
said.
Off the court Beeler enjoys
surfing, playing the piano,
watching TV and hanging out.
And as you might have
guessed, the biggest change
for Beeler has been the
change in scenery from
Huntington Beach to
Lynchburg.
"There's no beach. I wanted to go away to college that
Is why I came here. I like the
area. It's different with the
mountains. I live a half of a
mile from the beach. And
when it snowed, it was the
first time I had seen it snow,"
Beeler said.

IDaty is/just 9
day&aways!
JOHN FISHER

SAY "CHEESE"— Freshman Becky Sytsema (second from right) and friends enjoy a basketball game. The
"Furnace" will host three Lady Flames games this week, while the men return to Lynchburg on Feb. 19.
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TRACK & FIELD
I 2/8-9 CNU Invitational,
Newport News, Va. 5 p.m.

WOMEN'S B'BALL
• 2/7 vs. Winthrop, 7 p.m.,

Vines Center
• 2/9 vs. Charleston Southern,

orts
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MEN'S B'BALL
• 2/9 at UNCA, 7 p.m.

7 p.m., Vines Center
• 2/11 vs. Coastal Carolina,
7 p.m., Vines Center

12

LU comeback falls short
Free throw troubles
prove costly for LU
johnfarel

NCAAB'BALL
HEATING UP
With Just one month remaining
until March Madness officially
I begins here's my take on the col\ lege basketball season thus far.
As expected, the Infiltration of
I underclassmen and high schoolers
I has left college basketball with as
I much parity as even That, in my
| opinion Is a good thing, especially
I when it comes to the NCAA tournaI ment
WeVe already seen upsets galore
I this year with schools like Butler,
Ball State, and Western Kentucky,
getting the best of the PAC-10, Big
10, Big 12 and SEC. With that
said, expect that to continue at
least to some extent into this year's :
NCAA tournament Remember last
year's first round? Kent State, Utah .1
State and Hampton all pulled off
the improbable.
There have been other surprises j
this season as welL The biggest
perhaps was Duke's putrid performance against Florida State- Its
only loss this season. Judging by
Duke's play against everyone else
It's inconceivable to think it could
lose to FSU. Since the loss, Duke
has played much better, but that's
i not to say Its Impregnable. I fully
\ expect Duke to lose at least a coui pie more games in the ACC, which
j by the way is merely the fourth
\ best conference In the NCAA's this
\ year. And I say that as a fan of the
I ACC. Its Just that, FSU, Clemson,
i G-Tech, and UNC have lost to
j Western Carolina, Winthrop, UNC,
and Hampton. Yes, I know UNC is
in the list of the ACC's most
embarrassing losses. However, UNC
did lose back-to-back games at
home to Hampton and Davidson in
addition to nearly being trumped at
home by Blnghamton (61-60). And
while UNC Is having Its worst season since the peach basket days,
NC State Is having its best In more
than a decade, thanks to Herb
Sendek's best recruiting class yet.
Don't be surprised If this team
makes some noise in the NCAA
tournament
The ACC is the only conference
having a down year. These aren't
exactly the glory days for the Big
Ten, nor the Big East
Georgetown's not bad, but they're a
far cry from "Hoya Destroya" days.
Combined the two conferences
have just six teams in thetop25
and four of those arefromthe Big
East. The Big Ten is really down.
With the exception of Ohio State
and Indiana, the point can be made
that not one team is as good as it
was last year. That's especially evident with the recent play of Illinois,
the top ranked team in the conference.
One conference that's not struggling Is the PAC-10. Fourteenth
ranked UCLA is currently tied for
sixth.
Oregon leads the league at 9-2
and is unranked, with two wins
over Arizona, and one against the
Bruins. Cal, USC and Stanford also
boast strong teams. With last year's
strong performance In the NCAA's
the PAC-10 could see six teams in
the tournament this year.
Even stronger than the PAC-10
this season is the Big 12, which
also sports six NCAA contenders.
Oklahoma State, a top 10 team, is
currently sixth in the league.
Kansas and Oklahoma, the top
two, could find their way to the
Final Four.
The SEC also looks strong this
year. Despite all that, 1 think this
will be the year the upsets go a little farther, I'm not saying the Final
Four, but you never know.

By John Farel, sports editor

Coastal Carolina withstood a dramatic second half comeback to defeat
the Flames 58-54 on Saturday night In
the Vines Center.
Trailing by 18 points with nine minutes to play, the Flames defense
seemed tofinda new gear, as it held the
Chanticleers to just onefieldgoal for
the remainder of the game. But despite
the Flames defensive efforts, their performance at the foul line once again
proved costly as they made just 2 of 7
in the second half.
Once again the Flames were also
hurt by turnovers,finishingwith 20,
and poor shooting, 3-19frombehind
the arc.
"I thought we rusheti our shots, we
did not control the tempo of the game,
and we did not play with the intensity
that we have played with in the last few
games," Flames Coach Mel Hankinson
said. "There are two things that Jump
out at me that have to be corrected. It
will be very difficult to win if you shoot
3-11 free throws and 3-19 three-point
shots.. .no matter how well you execute
on offense to commit 20 turnovers and
12 by your guards Is very serious,"
Hankinson said.
No one struggled more than freshman Travis Eisentrout, who, along with
seven turnovers,finished4-15 from the
field. Eisentrout did play better In the
second half, hitting a pair of crucial
three-pointers along with two clutch
foul shots. "I thought in thefirsthalf he
(Eisentrout) was aiming the ball," Hankinson said.
Despite the Flames poorfirsthalf
performance, which sent them to the
locker room down by 15 points, this
game began much like the two teams'
previous meeting, which saw the
Flames take a 16-polnt lead, and eventually come away with their only Conference win thus far, 86-80.
JOHN FISHER

Please see M'BASKETBAli, page 10

1UMP SHOT— Senior guard Chris Caldwell attempts to shoot a three-pointer against Don last week, on Jan. 2 9 . Liberty lost, 63-56.

Beeler brings Flames
athleticism, tenacity
Beeler, Rames
defensive stopper
By Chris Humphreys, reporter

As lor his defense, Beeler said,
"Defense Is my strong suit and In
high school defense was our main
thing." In high school as a senior
Beeler averaged 16 points and 12
rebounds a game.
Please see BEELER, page 11

J O H N I : ill K

SLAM— Phil Ward picks up two points against Coastal Carolina last Saturday, Feb. 2 .

Flames fall to Phoenix
By John Farel, sports editor

For the Flames, last Tuesday's
match-up with Elon, was perhaps
their best defensive effort of the season, but unfortunately for the
Flames, they fell victim to what's
become an all too common problem—turnovers and shoddy free
throw shooting.
Trailing by eight with nine minutes to play, the Flames rallied, slic-

ing the Phoenix lead to one late In
the second half. But ultimately, the
game would be decided at the free
throw line, where Elon hit 7-9 in the
final three minutes while the Flames
shot 3-14 in the second half, including one stretch where they missed
10 straight. Still, the Flames trailed
by six with 1:30 to play before Elon
held on for a 63-56 victory.
Please see ELON, page 10

Freshman guard/forward Torin
Beeler had to know he was In for
some changes when he left
Huntington Beach and the
California coast for Liberty
University and the Blue Ridge
Mountains.
But no matter how mUch things
may have changed for Beeler off the
court at least one thing remains
the same for Beeler on the court.
The one constant on the court Is .
his defense.
Beeler Is six feet six inches tall
and weighs 210 pounds and Is considered by Flames Coach, Mel
Hankinson to be the team's defensive stopper. "He is as good a
defensive player as there is in the
conference. In our preseason we
have gone against the Big Ten, SEC
and Atlantic Ten and there is not
one player that he has not dominated on defense," Hankinson said.
As if his frame isn't intimidating
enough on defense, Beeler
also has earned a black belt in
karate and as Hankinson said, "He
has his life under control including his karate and his opposition
should be thankful that he does."
As lor his black belt, all Beeler
had to say was, "People don't mess
with me too much."

JOHN IMSHEK

Beeler leaps for a loose ball against Eton.
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